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Conjecturing human genes that are easy to be
double strand breaks by tensor decomposition.
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Abstract:
Double-strand break (DSB) is the phenomenon of cutting double-stranded DNA, which can cause gene mal-
function. Therefore, it is important to obtain knowledge about DSB because it becomes a great step for
the treatment of various diseases caused by gene dysfunction. In this study, we estimated the genes that
are easy to be DSBs by tensor decomposition applied to the data about the number of DSBs and histone
modifications in the genomes with and without DSB-causing drug.

1. Introduction

Double strand break (DSB) is a phenomenon where

double-stranded DNA is cut, which causes mutations such

as “insertion”, insertion is that other DNA fragments enter

the cutting site, “deletion”, deletion is that two DNA frag-

ments are broken and the genome in between them is lost,

and “fusion”, fusion is that the broken site attaches to other

chromosomes[1]. If DSBs occur at the positions within the

genome where protein coding genes are encoded, and cause

mutations, the genes will malfunction and various diseases

will occur dependent on the role of the genes. For example,

if the gene is involved in cell division and proliferation, it

may cause cancer. Nevertheless, we don’t know much about

DSB, which can result in these dangerous mutations. There-

fore, we report here that we have identified genes that are

easily to be DSBs. We hope that this report can help future

studies on DSB.

2. Dataset used in the analysis

2.1 The first dimension of the tensor:histone

modifications

In order to identify DSB-prone genes by tensor analysis,

the histone modifications attached to the genomes are used

as the first dimension of the tensor. Nevertheless, there are

innumerable histone modifications, among which we have

to select the one related to DSB because we are interested

in the genes that are likely to cause DSB. Therefore, we

selected histone modifications that help or promote DSB re-

pair itself[2]. In addition, we added the protein ubiquitin

and the enzyme DNA ligase, both of which are involved in

DSB[2]. Chip-seq could identify them in human geome. Hi-
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stone modifications data were downloaded from E-MTAB-

5817-ChIPSeq mapping of histone modifications at multi-

ple DNA Double Strand Breaks on the ArrayExpress site*1.

Two types of data are present in the histone modifications:

proteins, and enzymes. One of which is deliberately caused

by the addition of a drug (see below) and another of them

is without the drug. The selected histone modifications are

described as follows:

( 1 ) ubiquitin

( 2 ) Histone H1.2

( 3 ) Histone H2A.Z

( 4 ) Histone H2A.Z(acetyl K4+K7+K11)

( 5 ) acetyl-Histone H2B (K120)

( 6 ) ubiquityl-Histone H2B (K120)

( 7 ) Histone H3

( 8 ) Histone H3K36me2

( 9 ) Histone H3K36me3

( 10 )dimethyl-Histone H3 (Lys4)

( 11 )Histone H3 (acetyl K56)

( 12 )Histone H3K79me2

( 13 )Histone H3K9me2

( 14 )Histone H3 (trimethly K9)

( 15 )Histone H4 (acetyl K12)

( 16 )acetyl-Histone H4 (K16)

( 17 )Histone H4K20me1

( 18 )Histone H4 (dimethyl K20)

( 19 )Histone H4 [P S1]

( 20 )DNA ligase4

( 21 )Histone MacroH2A.1

The DSB data were mapped to the entire human genome

by the BLESS method. The DSB mapping data play an

important role in the analysis because it shows whether a

genome is prone to DSBs or not by looking at the differ-

ences in DSBs depending on the presence or absence of drug

in the genome, and it also shows that the 21 types of data de-
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scribed above may be associated with DSBs if the mapping

data have large values, regardless the positive or negative

values. In order to compare the 21 types of data described

above with each genome, 22 types of elements including the

DSB mapping data are considered as the first dimension of

the tensor. This data is also downloaded from the same

URL*1 as the above data.

2.2 The second dimension of the tensor:drug 4-

hydroxy Tamoxifen

DSBs are caused by irradiation, chemicals, and mistakes

in DNA replication. 4-hydroxy Tamoxifen is one of the main

metabolites of Tamoxifen; and Tamoxifen causes DSB[3].

Thus we use the data of DSB induced by 4-hydroxy Tamox-

ifen. The set with two elements, one with this drug and

another without this drug, is the second dimension of the

tensor.

2.3 The third dimension of the tensor:genome

The third dimension is one of 22 chromosome: about three

billion bases, which is described below.

3. How to analysis

3.1 Making data

We download 22 data in fastq format, both with and

without drugs, from the URL*1. Using “Bowtie2”,we con-

vert from fastq to sam file. Use index file H.sapiens,NCBI

GRCh38 that is downloaded from the index of Bowtie2’s

homepage*1 for the item index in “bowtie2”. “Bowtie2” is

as shown below, but it is slightly different command from

other data because only BLESS(DSB data) is paired-end

read. We use “samtools” to convert from sam to bam files

and sort them with “samtools” to sort the genome in order.

Finally, we use “bedtools2” to convert from bam to bed file.

This bed file is so large that it can’t fit into the memory of R

used for analysis so we divide this file into each chromosomes

using “grep” command. In order to know how many histone

modifications are attached to each base of genome, we use

“genomeCoveragebed” command in bedtools2. Enter the

reference genome GRCh38 in the [genome] field of the com-

mand “genomeCoveragebed”. Because this is still large,we

use “split” to divide the chromosomes further. The same

chromosome, 22 kinds of histone modifications and DSBs

with the same division number are read into R by using the

“read.table”. Delete the first column (chromosome name)

and the second column (number of genomes) and leave the

third column (number of histone modifications or DSBs).

Use the “array” to create a third-order tensor and substi-

tute the number of histone modifications and the number of

DSBs into it.

[command line]

1 bowtie2 -x [INDEX] -U FK2_mOHT.fastq -S

FK2_mOHT.sam

2 (mOHT=not contain compound. pOHT=contain

*1 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml

compound.)

3 bowtie2 -x [INDEX] -1 BLESS_mOHT1.fastq -2

BLESS_mOHT2.fastq -S BLESS_mOHT.sam

4 (BLESS only)

5 samtools view -bS BLESS_mOHT.sam>BLESS_mOHT.bam

6 samtools sort BLESS_mOHT.bam BLESS_mOHT.sort

7 bedtools2 bamtobed -i BLESS_mOHT.sort >

BLESS_mOHT.bed

8 grep -w "chrXX" BLESS_mOHT.bed >

BLESS_mOHTchrXX.bed

9 genomeCoverageBed -d -i BLESS_mOHTchrXX.bed -g

[genome] > BLESS_mOHTchrXX

10 split -d -l (N) BLESS_mOHTchrXX

BLESS_mOHTchrXX_

11 (N is number that splits chromosomeXX.)

12 x<-read.table("BLESS_mOHTchrXX_00")

13 xx<-x[,-c(1,2)]

14 aaaXX<-array(0,c(22,2,N))

15 aaaXX[i,j,]<-xx

16 (First dimention i change to number of 1-22

depending on proteins or DSB. Second

dimention j change to number of 1-2

depending on containing compound or not.)

3.2 Tensor data

The tensors used for the analysis are the third order

tensors that are the box composed of histone modifica-

tion + DSB (22 types), presence or absence of chemicals

(2 patterns) and number of genomes (number of divisions

N).However, although the size of the histone modifications,

enzymes, and proteins themselves are larger than one base,

counting the number of modifications per base would be re-

dundant because the position of the histone modifications

may be altered by a slight impact or something, so we add

the histone modifications, DSBs, etc. in sequential 100 bases

to form one block.

[command line]

1 aa=N/100

2 c<-rep(1:aa,each=100,length.out=N)

3 bbb<-array(0,c(22,2,aa))

4 for(i in 1:22){

5 a1<-split(aaaXX[i,1,],c)

6 a2<-split(aaaXX[i,2,],c)

7 a11<-lapply(a1,sum)

8 a22<-lapply(a2,sum)

9 for(j in 1:aa){

10 beta[i,1,j]<-a11[[j]]

11 beta[i,2,j]<-a22[[j]]}}

3.3 Feature extraction by unsupervised learning

using tensor decomposition[4]

Tucker decompositon is used and used algorithm is

“HOSVD”[4].

xijk =

N∑
l1=1

M∑
l2=1

K∑
l3=1

G(l1, l2, l3)ul1iul2jul3k (1)

Because tensor data is the third order tensor,Tucker de-

composition decomposes tensor data xijk to core tensor

G(l1, l2, l3) and orthogonal three matrices ul1i, ul2j , and
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ul3k. In this analysis, variable i expresses histone modifi-

cation and DSB,variable j expresses whether drug was used

or not and variable k expresses the size of genome with the

size of 100 bases. The dimension of matrices ul1i, ul2j , and

ul3k is decided by the parameters(N ,M ,K)=(22,2,20).

The goal is to find genomes that are prone to DSB. If we

find the parameter l3 that has the correlation to DSB in ma-

trix ul3k, we substitute it for matrix ul3k and get genomic

regions k associated with DSB.

To find l3 mentioned in the above, we first consider the

matrix ul1i obtained by HOSVD (list 1 in our study), then

select the DSB mapping data for its parameter i (DSB’s

parameter is i = 1 in our study), and find l1 that repre-

sents DSB well, i.e., the one with the highest absolute value

among the l1 of 1-22. As a result, l1 is considered to be

associated with DSB, since it represents DSB well. Addi-

tionally we want to find the parameter that represents bases

that changes drastically with the drug or not, because the

drug causes DSB so the bases are likely to be DSB. We

compare ul21 and ul22,and then choose l2 that has bigger

matrix element’s gap than other. Selecting a core tensor G

from the list [@data] in Z given previously selected l1 and

l2, we get a vector G(l3). Because this vector represents the

strength of the relation to ul21 and ul22, it is representing

the occurrence of DSB as well as cause of DSB. Here, the

core tensor represents the weights, and the larger the ab-

solute value, the stronger the matrix elements are reflected

associated with DSB. Therefore, we can select l3, which has

strong DSB-prone features, and ul3k, which is assigned the

selected l3, becomes a DSB-prone genome.

We perform a hypothesis testing to confirm whether this

genome is a DSB-prone genome or not. The values of nor-

malized ul3k is assumed follow a normal distribution inde-

pendently(null hypothesis), and we compute p values at-

tributed to k using a chi-squared distribution (using the

“pchisq”).

pk = pχ2

> ∑
l3

(
ul3k

σl3

)2
 (2)

pk is the cumulative probability of the χ-squared distribu-

tion if it is greater than or equal to (
ul3k

σl3
)2, and σl3 repre-

sents the standard deviation.

Furthermore we apply multiple comparison correction

(Benjamini–Hochberg method)[5] by “p.adjust” to above-

getted p-values and select k associated with p-values less

than or equal to 0.01. From those p-values, we select se-

quential genomic regions, k, to which signifncat p-values are

assigned. Using “diff”, we pick up the genes that have two or

more consecutive p-values in the order of p-values and iden-

tify them as DSB-prone genes. The flowchart of the analysis

is shown at the end of this document1.

[command line]

1 hosvdXX<-hosvd(as.tensor(beta),c(22,2,20))

2 hosvdXX$U[[1]][1,]

3 hosvdXX$U[[2]]

4 plot(colSums(hosvdXX$Z@data[chosenl_1,chosenl_2

,]**2),t="h")

5 p<-pchisq(rowSums(scale(hosvdXX$U[[3]][,

chosenl_3])**2),degree of freedom,lower.

tail=F)

6 data<-c(1:aa)[p.adjust(p,"BH")<0.01]

7 r<-diff(data)==1

8 r1<-which(a==TRUE)

9 r2<-r1+1

10 r3<-c(r1,r2)

11 r4<-sort(r3)

12 r5<-r4[!duplicated(r4)]

13 r6<-0+100*data[a5]

14 (The number 0 changes other number depending

on split number and N.)

15 exmaple:I split chromosome1 to ten equal parts

.N is 24,895,643.

16 split number1 : r6<-0+100*data[a5]

17 split number2 : r6<-24,895,644+100*data[a5]

3.4 Confirmation whether this analysis can

choose genes that are prone to DSB or not

In order to confirm whether genes that are prone to DSB

are selected or not, Fisher’s exact test[6] is performed by

comparing the position of the genome selected by this anal-

ysis using two data: the data covering the entire human

genome of mRNAs where mutations, deletions and inser-

tions that occur after DSB have occurred, and the data of

all mRNAs in the entire human genome.

Before perform Fisher’s exact test, we download mRNA

data; and then we try to make it easy to use. Mutation

data are obtained from the mutation description*2 in the

COSMIC mutation data file of the COSMIC site. From the

COSMIC data, mRNAs associated with Deletion and In-

sertion are obtained. At first, we read the COSMIC data

into R using the “fread”. Next, extract the 22nd line that

contains the mutation information. In the case of Deletion,

use the “grep” to find the mRNA numbers that contains

word Deletion. Insertion is also performed in the same way,

and then mutated mRNA’s ENST names are obtained each

mutations by entering mRNA numbers into column of the

object in which the COSMIC data was entered by “fread”.

[command line]

1 ab<-fread("COSMIC data")

2 ab1<-ab[,22]

3 ab2<-grep("Deletion",ab1)

4 ab3<-grep("deletion",ab1)

5 ab4<-c(ab2,ab3)

6 ab5<-ab1[ab4,2]

7 ab6<-str_sub(ab5,start=1,end=15)

We have got mutated mRNA’s ENST names; and then

we make the original mutation data by entering it for the

all mRNA data. The data includes four elements; ENST

name, chromosome number, beginning and ending of gene.

To compare with them, we also make the mRNA data that is

almost same above data; but here has all mRNAs. At first,

*2 https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/download
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we download the all mRNA data from the table browser*3

of the UCSC genome browser, and we read the UCSC data

into R by using “fread”. For getting the original mutation

data; at first, we get mutated mRNA’s ENST names num-

ber in UCSC data(using “match”); and then we enter it

into UCSC data object; consequently, we get four elements

about mutated mRNA. We also get the mRNA data but this

is UCSC data itself.

[command line]

1 ac<-fread("UCSC data")

2 ac1<-ac[,1]

3 ac2<-str_sub(ac1,start=1,end=15)

4 ac3<-match(ab6,ac2)

5 ac4<-ac3[!is.na(ac3)]

6 deletion<-ac[ac4,c(1,2,4,5)]

7 insertion<-ac[vv,c(1,2,4,5)]

8 rna<-ac[,c(1,2,4,5)]

Using the original mutation data and the mRNA data ob-

tained above, the following a,b,c,d can be obtained. Let

a denote the amount of mRNAs in the analysed region, b

denote the amount of mRNAs in the region that have un-

dergone either deletion or insertion, c denotes the amount

of mRNAs that have one or more genome numbers k se-

lected by feature extraction between beginning and ending

of a mRNA about all mRNAs, d is almost same for c but in-

vestigation range of mRNA is different; d’s range changes all

mRNAs to mutated mRNAs. Using these four parameters,

we give the p value by the following Fisher’s exact test.

p =
(a− b)!(b)!(a− c)!(c)!

(a)!(a− b− c+ d)!(c− d)!(b− d)!(d)!
(3)

In order to reduce calculation time and errors, we split two

datum each chromosomes to make short (using “which”).

We try to get c. At first, we choose a mRNA and we find

out genomic regions matching k between beginning and end-

ing of it(using “match”). Next, “match” function gives NA

when matching nothing so we delete NA(using “is.na”) from

the object of “match”. As a result, we find out whether fea-

ture extraction catches the mRNA or not because sum of the

object bigger than zero when feature extraction catches the

mRNA. We perform these operations for all mRNAs(using

“for” sentence) then we get c. If we do for all mutated mR-

NAs, then we get d. But the mRNAs related to insertion and

deletion have duplication each other. So we perform above

operations indivisually for each mRNAs related to insertion

and deletion and sum of them is d.

Next, we try to get a and b. At the beginning, we split-

ted data to read R and that splitted range is the analysed

region. And it represents that there is mRNA in the region

when the region include either mRNA’s beginning or ending.

So we search whether include either beginning or ending or

not about all mRNA(using “which”), we get a. Here, if we

do about all mutated mRNA, we get b. But, as with d, we

must perform that individually and sum of them. Using a,

b, c, and d, we construct a matrix m and perform Fisher’s

*3 https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables

exact test with the “fisher.test”.

m =

[
a− b− c+ d c− d

b− d d

]
(4)

[command line]

1 d1<-deletion[,2]

2 d2<-which(d1=="chrXX")

3 del<-deletion[d2,]

4 t1<-rna[,2]

5 t2<-which(t1=="chrXX")

6 total<-rna[t2,]

7 s<-numeric("total mRNAs")

8 for(i in 1:"total mRNAs"){

9 x<-total[i,3]

10 y<-total[i,4]

11 z<-match(r6,c(x:y))

12 s[i]<-sum(z[!is.na(z)])}

13 s1<-which(s!=0)

14 sss<-as.numeric(total[,3])

15 sss1<-which(BEGIN<sss&sss<END)

16 sss<-as.numeric(total[,4])

17 sss2<-which(BEGIN<sss&sss<END)

18 sss3<-c(sss1,sss2)

19 sss4<-sss3[!duplicated(sss3)]

20 m<-matrix(c(a-b-c+d,c-d,b-d,d),ncol=2)

21 fisher.test(m)

4. Results

4.1 Result of fisher’s exact test

Because of the large number of bases, we divided chro-

mosomes 1-22 into 10 equal parts for 1-9 and 5 equal parts

for 10-22. Since we want to see the DSB, we exclude the

three data for which all parameters l1 for the DSB are sig-

nificantly low. Consequently we obtained 152 Fisher’s exact

test results. Of the 152 cases, 67 cases have p=1, 48 cases

have 0.05 < p < 1, and 37 cases have p < 0.05. When we

corrected for multiple comparisons again for the 152 cases,

we found that 24 cases out of the 37 cases that have p-value

less than 0.05 are not coincidental, but chosen by the anal-

ysis. Since it is not coincidental that 24 events occur less

than 5 percent of the 152 cases, we could infer whether DSB

is likely to occur in mRNA-making genes by unsupervised

learning using tensor decomposition.

5. Discussions

In Japan, malignant tumors (cancer) have been the lead-

ing cause of death among Japanese since 1981. Therefore,

it is very important to establish a cure for cancer from the

point of view of public health. In order to establish a treat-

ment method for cancer, it is essential to obtain detailed

knowledge about the disease. We hope to find as many

cancer-prone genes as possible because we have found that

DSB is one of the main causes of genetic mutations that

cause cancer. In this study, however, we limited our guesses

to the genes that generate mRNAs. Therefore, we believe

that it is important to further extend this study to include

non-coding RNAs and to make inferences on all genes. Fur-
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thermore, by comparing 22 protein combinations in the first

matrix ul1i of 27 p values for which the genes with low

p-values and frequent DSB predisposition are selected by

Fisher’s exact test, we can see the protein patterns when

DSB predisposition occurs. Depending on the results of the

comparison, we may be able to infer whether DSB is likely

to occur or not just by looking at the protein combinations,

and we would like to do this in the future.
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Fig. 1 Flow chart about analysis
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